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They present analyses of U.S. policies, social debates and French and American feminist movements thus converged
on a number of issues.

Thomas denied the accusations and, after extensive debate, the United States Senate voted 52â€”48 in favor of
Thomas. Carby advocates the need to examine racism and sexism not as trans-historical and essentialist
categories, but as historical practices which are enmeshed with evolving sets of social, political, and economic
practices that function to maintain power in a given context and society  Friedan organized social scientists to
speak at hearings held by the commission to show the consequences for women of bias by federal contractors.
New York: Garland Publishing,  New York: Free Press,  The first state to grant women complete voting rights
was Wyoming in  Finally, the activism of women in the academy through the formation of organizations and
crafting of research agendas on the condition of women and on the processes that lead to their differentiation
in society were important contributions to the political agenda of equality. Thus, to understand the current
contours of mainstream feminist thought in the U. New York: Oxford University Press,  Lorber, J. By June
they had concluded that polite requests were insufficient. That did not stop scholars from publishing in this
field. The U. Serving as political entrepreneurs, these women, too, urged Friedan to provide an organizational
mobilization that the EEOC could use to legitimate its moves to equalize the workplace and to remove the
legal and social barriers that made for sex segregation in employment, positioning women on the lower rungs
of the occupational ladder. Morrow,  Truth was an imposing woman. A57 91 December : 1, Although
Kennedy was assassinated before he could act on it, his successor, President Johnson, maneuvered the bill
through Congress as the Civil Rights Act of  Boston: Northeastern Press,  They wrote home to their families
about what was happening in Washington. But before only these four states allowed women to vote. Moving
away from a monolithic notion of woman, U. Anthony and Ida H. The Feminine Mystique was an immediate
best seller. Cambridge, Mass. Here is where ethnic and cultural identity begin to be conflated with race and
purported biological distinctions. For the benefit of the girl about to graduate. Yet historians now realize that
everyone has ethnicity and race, that whiteness is as much a racial identity as being black or Latina. Before the
concept of race originated in the 16th century, various populations of people identified and structured their
communities in varieties of ways that did not include reference to skin color.


